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10 Million Ounces Buried in Granada Gold’s LONG Bars Zone???
Leading Engineering Firm Steps In With Innovative Production Scenarios
There’s growing excitement on the exploration front
in Quebec these days, and one of our old favorites at BMR
- a “10-bagger” on two occasions since 2010 (as recently
as 2016) - is about to flex its muscles again with the help of
fresh drill results, an updated resource estimate, and
innovative new production scenarios for a project on the
outskirts of Rouyn-Noranda that was granted a long-awaited
mining permit just over a year ago.
Granada Gold (GGM, TSX-V), formerly Gold Bullion
Development, woke up out of a winter slumber on intriguing
news last week and has momentum in its favor as Q2 begins
based on the following 3 near-term potential catalysts:

• The credibility and proven track record of new
“partner” DRA Global
• A proposed 12,000 tonne-per-day “pre-concentration”
facility for Granada
• Robust new Granada resource estimate on the way
(drilling since last fall)
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DRA Becomes a
“Game Changer”
for Granada
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The “Upgrader Effect” - 10-Fold Increase in Grade!
One major advantage of Granada ore is that it’s
amenable to “pre-concentration”, a fact Gekko Systems
of Australia discovered when it turned half gram material
from Granada into nearly 5 g/t - a whopping 10-fold
improvement in grade – as reported by GGM May 7, 2015.
• Upgrader effect achieved through conventional gravity
and flotation concentration
• Exceptional recoveries up to 97% from metallurgical
test work
• Granada + technology = high value LONG Bars Zone

• Pre-concentration (500 tonnes per hour, 12,000 tonnes
per day!)
• 1,200 tonne-per-day mill, double the original plan and all
“in-house”
• End result = more efficient operation, dramatically
reduced costs per tonne
A change in the mining plan at Granada needs to be
supported by an updated Pre-Feasibility Study to demonstrate
technical feasibility and economic viability, but few are better
at this game than DRA which explains their heavy involvement
in such an important and high-profile project also based in
Quebec - Nemaska Lithium’s (NMX, TSX) Whabouchi mine.

DRA Goes a BIG Step Further!
While not yet disclosing its exact methodology, DRA Global
proposes taking full advantage of the special characteristics
of Granada mineralization through a 12,000 tonne-per-day
pre-concentration ore sorting facility at the mine site that
uses the latest technology to allow downstream processing
to be undertaken on a richer (higher grade) stream of material.

Coming soon…PART 2!
• Robust Granada Resource on the Way!
• Assessing the Current GGM Valuation
• Most of LONG Bars Zone Hasn’t Even Been Touched!
• Breakout Nears - GGM 2-Year Weekly Chart
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“The project benefits from increasing its size due to
the amenability of the mineralized material to simple
concentration, thereby lowering reagent consumption
and due to a low waste to ore ratio that will reduce
operating costs.”
Frank Basa, GGM President & CEO, at Granada Gold Property
as it moves closer to the production stage.
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